Customers at Robert Kraft-connected
spa say they were illegally filmed
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Customers of the Florida massage parlor where Robert Kraft is accused of paying for sexual favors
are fuming over being allegedly filmed by authorities during legal rubdowns.

Nearly three dozen men and women filed a federal class-action lawsuit claiming authorities violated
their right to privacy by videotaping them in January at the Orchids of Asia Day Spa in Jupiter, Fla.

“It is horrific when you think about the scenario,” said Joseph Tacopina, a New York attorney who
filed the suit on Monday. “It is akin to going to a bathroom.”

The court papers name the Palm Beach County State Attorney Dave Aronberg, the Jupiter Police
Department and the lead detective as defendants. It accuses Jupiter cops of unlawfully obtaining
warrants to install the secret cameras.

The 31 John and Jane Does plaintiffs want all the video recordings blocked from public release and
destroyed — and are asking for unspecified monetary and punitive damages. None of them were
charged with a crime.

The brothel sting resulted in the Patriots owner and 24 other Orchids of Asia customers being
charged with solicitation of prostitution charges. Kraft, 77, has pleaded not guilty.

A judge last week temporarily blocked prosecutors from releasing footage of Kraft allegedly
receiving sexual services at the spa.

But two women charged in the sting say the video was leaked by authorities and is being shopped
around to media outlets.

